What are their plans for world domination?
The following reports will give you the information you need
to make an educated decision about this vitally important
subject. Is a New World Order under construction? Does the
United States promote a world government and offer our
national sovereignty and individual freedom in return? These
1. The Rapture . . . will satellites be used to project an image of “GOD”? Computer
holographs could make
the heavens explode with lies!!
2. As it was in the days of Noah . . . The world was filled with violence in the days before the
flood. Are we
in the same position today?
3. Except Those Days Be Shortened . . . No Flesh Will Be Saved . . . Without the intervention
of God in the
plans of men we will certainly destroy ourselves!
4. As It Was In The Days Of Lot. Today we are experiencing the rising tide of “acceptable
alternative lifestyles”. This is not new and the end result could be the same for those who
accept it.
5. Are We In Revelation 1,2,3? . . . The book of Revelation found in the Holy Bible is filled
with prophecies
that very closely match todays headline events. This overview is truly
revealing.
6. Is The Mark Of The Beast Here? Technology is rampant and the uses which it will be put
are frightening!
Here are just a few examples of what could take place very soon.
7. The Council On Foreign Relations . . . Who are these people and where did they come
from? Do they hold
the power of government in these United States?
8. The United Nations . . . A Socialist Global Dictatorship in America?
9. Executive Orders For A Global Government . . . The President of the United States has
been given great
and varied powers over the years. They could be used to form a
totalitarian government here.
10. The New World Order . . . Are we moving towards what has been called “friendly” fascism?
Are wars used
as stepping stones to world government?
11. Illuminati: The Lords Of Darkness . . . Founded in Bavaria in 1776, The Illuminati was a
secret society
designed by its founder to create a New World Order. Does this
organization still exist today?
12. What Is A Rhodes Scholar? . . . Many world leaders are Rhodes Scholars. Who are they
and why are they picked for world leadership positions?
13. UN Treaty On The Rights Of The Child . . . The UN wants control of your children and
grandchildren. This
is group of 3 reports that will give you frightening information on the
plans and agenda of the United Nations! . . . . Special price of just $5.00.
14. Freedom From War . . . The United States Program For General and Complete
Disarmament in a Peaceful
World. This plan was first signed by president John F.
Kennedy in 1961 and has been in place since then. This plan is in its last stage of
development to disarm the countries of the world and the citizens as well. Will a global army
and police force be the result?
15. Population Control or Population Reduction? . . . The truth behind abortion, euthanasis and the
final solution!!
These reports are yours for just $2.00
each
with reprint and resell rights included.
Complete package is now yours for just
$25.00 Order Today! Circle the report/s
that you want and return this entire
circular with your payment (cash, check
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